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Basketball
gets jazzy
VOLUME 34

opening night

November 27,

. With a nice crowd and the
pep band pLaying, the
Rivermen and Riverwomen
opened up the basketball
seasonin styLe. We've got
fuLL coverage inside .
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SGA sends
constitution
on its way

I N 'S I DE

BY RHASHAD PITTMAN

............. "..

Exhibi~

displays·
stained glass
works of art
When most people think about
stained glass Windows they usually envision the windows of
biblical scenes in the neighborhood church. But as this exhibit
shows, stained gLass windows
can be so much more.

Willie Smith (playing guitar, left), a senior majoring in sociology. and communication, and Rick
Stanton, a graduate student studying computer science, relax on the second floor of the
MiUennium Student Center after finishing their Spanish class.

~ See page 3

BRIEFS
Student Center
grand opening to
be held tomorrow
Gnmd opening festivities for
the Millennium Student Center
will be held Tuesday. A short
dedication ceremony wilt be
held at 12:30 p.m. Free food
and drinks will be served from
11 :30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m and
University musicians will perform from 12 to 3 p.m.

The semester may be winding down, but
the campus is still teeming with activity

ABOVE: Montri Eamsobhana
(left) and Attanan
Chantanavicharn engage in
Thai boxing as part of the
Thai Dinner held Nov. 18 In
the Millenium Student
Center. More than 100 students attended the dinner.

.Time to get into the
holiday spirit
The Office of Student
ActiVities and the staff of the
Millennium Student Center are
preparing for "HoLiday Fest
2000," which wilt be celebrated this week. Activities wiLL
include pLacing organization
.ornaments on the community
tree and a Holiday Reception
on Wednesday. Contact the
Office of Student Activities for
more details on how student
organizations can get invoLved.

LEFT: The South-African
AIDS Memorial Quilt Tour
hangs from the second level
of the Millennium Student
Center atrium Nov. 15. Each
panel of the quilt was made
by South-Africans to honor
loved ones who died from
HIV/AIDS.

Chemistry professor

honored for work
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The
Student
Governmen
Association could not help but cheer
and breathe a sigh of relief, after the
Assembly . voted 54-1-1 in favor of
the new constitution proposed by
SGA officers and a constitution committee.
The vote came after more than a
year of futile attempts to overhaul the
13-year-old document. Last year, students argued over which of two constitutions was valid, one from 1982
and the other from 1987.
Nothing could be voted on
because the SGA consistently failed
to have a quorum present at its meetings last year.
Constitution committee member
Jeromy Crump said after the meeting
that cnrrently the SGA is working
under the 1987 constitution.
The new constitution requires
background checks for elected officers, Student Court member~ ,
appointed SGA members , and candidates for officer positions. Under
Article II, Section 2, any prior convictions other than a misdemeanor
can cause an elected or appointed

SGA member to be removed from
their position " . . . by a majority vote
of the Student Assembly, or a majority vote of the Student Court, or by a
decision of the vice-chancellor for
Student Affairs,"
"This constitution was drafted
basically out of paranoia over what
happened last year," said SGA president Ryan Connor during the meeting.
The new constitution must now
be approved by a "simple majority"
of the voting student body in a special election, and be approved by
Gary Grace, vice chancellor for student affairs. Connor said that he
would like the special election to take
place by the "first of the year,"
Other significant changes in the
new constitution include an end to
proxy representation for student
organizations, as well as the number
of absences allowed for SGA meetings, .
''In the new constitution, every
orgaillzation sends a member in good
standing," said Crump. "We were
operating with faculty approval, and
we were well within our rights not to
see SGA, page 7

Cbair questions religious

content of ethics class
teacher, but maybe not a business
ethics teacher."

special to The Cu rrent

Big .Brothers Big Sisters of
Greater St. Louis selected
UMSL Chancellor Blanche
TouhiLL, to receive one of a
Legacy Award. The organization gives this award to honor
individuaRs for theirf lifelong
contributions to the St. Louis
community and for their commitment to children.

&
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BY STEVE VALKO

Photos by Mutsuml Igarashi! Tbe Current

Chancellor receives
award from Big
Brothers, 'Big Sisters

Congratulations to Joyce Y.
Corey, professor of chemistry,
who received a Midwest Award
from the American ChemicaL
Society at an ACS nneeting Oct.
26. Corey was honored for her
work on the catalytic transformation of hydrosilanes.
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On Nov. 9, students filed in for
their morning Business Ethics class,
taught by Andrew Tallman. Instead,
they got a surprise guest speakerPaul Roth, chair of the philosophy
department.
Roth attended the class to address
concerns about the religious content
of some readings Tallman assigned
in September and October. The matter had been brought to Roth's attention by a student.
"The student showed me some of
the study questions and material that
was distributed for the class and I
had a question over the appropriateness of the material," he said ' These
questions raised grave doubts about
whether the course being taught was
the course [Tallman] had been hired
to teach. After talking to [Tallman], 1
decided that I both needed to talk to
the class and sit in on it."
Student reaction to the matter
was mixed.
"I guess Roth had a valid reason
for coming," said Margie Grabsk)'.
"I was shocked, but 1 felt it was
appropriate, "
'1 don' t think it was that appropriate," said Mike Kushins . Tallman
"shoulc:l.L.'t lose his job for scripture
verses."
"I was happy Roth was honest
with us," said Amy Franz. '1 think
[Tallman] would make a good ethics

RELIGION VS. PHILOSOPHY
Roth said he had a problem with
the religious content of some readings, including a discussion of evolutionism and creationism. Roth said
it had no place in a business ethics
class,
Tallman "left with me some readings, one which is titled 'Why God
Wants You to Be Rich,'" Roth said.
'Tm sorry, but it's just not philosophy,"
He added that Roth didn't understand the line between "Bible study
and religion" and philosophy,
Tallman defended the content of
the class, especially creationism.
"The kind of ethical dilemmas
that occur in business often occur in
private," Tallman said. ''Whether
you feel accountable to a higher
power is often very important [in
determining] how you behave in private moral crises. When we give an
oath in a court trial, it's always an
oath taken before God, on the Bible.
The idea is that if you don't have any
concern for the authority of God,
then there's nothing constraining
you from lying or anything else."
Asked if anyone had come to him
with a problem with the material,
Tallman said, "I get an overwhelming response that [creationism] is
see ETHICS CLASS, page 8

Trauma Recovery Center expands services
BY DEBRA ANDEREGG

special to The Current
The Center for Trauma Recovery
at UMSL is expanding its clinical services. The center recently received a
grant to provide free and confidential
psychological counseling to family
members, relatives. friends or neighbors of homicide victims.
Priscilla Schulz, a licensed clinical
social worker at the Center for Trauma
Recovery wrote the grant proposal
and said they received approximately
$23,000 from the state, which will
cover 80 percent of the cost of the project and the University will pay the 20
percent remaining .
The service grant will help fund
indi vidual and facilitated group coun-

seling for homicide survivors in the St.
Louis Metro area. The coUl)Seling sessions will typically meet weekly for
jour to five months and will help survivors identify and cope with traumatic loss symptoms, such as anxiety
sleep disturbances, physical and emotional distress, and intrusive memories.
1bis service is supported by a grant
made available through the Victims of
Ciime Act administered by the U.S.
Department of Justice and the
.Missouri Department of Public Safety.
Office of the Director, in October
2000.
'
The Center for Trauma Recovery
provides research, training functions,
and clinical services. Research projects focus on the topic of post-trau-

matic stress disorder, · especially in
regard to victims of crime , The
Center's training provides an
Undergraduate Certificate in Trauma
Studies, Postdoctoral Fellowships,
Graduate or Undergraduate Research
Assistantships, as well as a
Colloquium Series, workshops, and
in-services. The Oinic provided therapy to 40 clients last year for traumarelated disorders. Schulz said they
hope to treat 25-30 bomicide survivors
per year through this new project. The
grant is renewable annually as long as
the goals outlined in the grant are met.
In 1999 there were 137 homicides
reported in St Louis City, 26 homicides .in St. Louis County and three
homicides in St. Charles County.
According to Kim Norman, Director

of Victim Services of St Louis City
vivors because for many this means
Circ.uit Attorney's Office, for evelY
returning to a place reminiscent of the
homicide, three or more surviving
murder.
family members or friends are victimSchulz said the services will fill a
ized by the experience and need psygap in the type and location of services
chological support and/or treatment.
benefiting all S1. Louis Metropolitan
Norman estimates that as many as 750
area homicide survivors. The new program will provide services to those not
individuals in the St. Louis area may
be in need of services as a result of covered under the Crime Victim
homicide.
Compensation program, such as parSchulz, said unless survivors meet
ents of children not living at home, or
criteria for inclusion under Crime
friends and neighbors of homicide vicVictims' Compensation or are eligible
tims.
for services from area Victims'
The Center for Trauma Recovery is
Service programs, access to psycholocated on the lower level of the Kathy
1. Weinman Building on the South
logical services is often limited by sur~
vivors ability to pay. Willingness ahd
Campus. Schulz said the center also
has access to offices in Kirkwood ·and
ability to commute to St. Lows C\ty
where most services are available also .. could arrange to use them if location is
presents problems to homicide sura problem.
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Bulletin Board
.Monday Noon Series, sponsored by the
Center for the Humanities , will be
held in Room 229 of the J. C. Penney
Building . Frederick Sweet, a professor
of obstetrics and gynecology from the
Washington University School of
Medicine, discusses the careers of
some prominent Nazi doctor before
and after the Nurenberg Trials. Rita
Csapo-Sweet, associate professor of
communications, will introduce and
show related video clips. This program is in cooperation with the
Missouri History Museum's rrNazi
Olympics" exhibit. For more information call 5699.

Tuesday, N ov. 28
·Catholic Mass will be held at the
Catholic Newman Center at 7:30 p.m. at
8200 Natural Bridge Road, located
across from the West Drive entrance
to North Campus. For more information call 385-3455.
Wednesda~N ov.
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29

strategies for minimizing stress,
reducing test anxiety and managing
your time more effectively from .
12:30 to 2 p.m. in Room 313,
Millennium Student Center. For more
information contact Linda Sharp at 6807.
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Sunday, Dec. 3
.Catholic Mass will be held at the South
Campus Residence Hall Chapel at 7:30
p.m.

Monday, Dec. 4
.Sixth Annual Tree Lighting Ceremony,
sponsored by Administrative Services,
will be held at 4:30 p.m . There will
be carolers, refreshments, hot apple
cider and cookies for those who would
like to join in with the holiday festivities at the Alumni Circle . The Fourth
Annual Luminary Observation for Aids
Awareness , sponsored by the
Residential Hall Association will also
be held.

.Soup and Soul Food, a simple meal
and time for prayer, meditation and
reflection, from 12 to 1 p.m. at
Normandy United Methodist Church ,
8000 Natural Bridge Rd. For more
information call Chris Snyder at 314409- 3024 or Roger Jespersen at 3853000.

• Floor Hockey Playoff Tournament will
be held at 7 p.m . at the JV.ark Twain
Gym.

Thursday, Nov. 30

Tuesday, Dec. 5

·Stress Reduction Workshop II Learn

• Taize Prayer, a time for song, scripture,

Tom Wombacher • M wrtising Dir_

Prod. Associate

prayer and meditation, will be held from
12:30 to 1 p.m. in Room 316 Millennium
Center.
·Coed Volleyball Playoff Tournament
will run from 7 to 10 p.m . at the JV.ark
Twain Gym.

12 to 1 p.m. at Normandy United
Methodist Church. All are welcome.
.Indoor Soccer Playoff Tournament
will be held at 7 p.m. at the Mark
Twain Gym.

Sunday, Dec. 10

.Catholic Mass will be held at the
Catholic Newman Center at 7:30 p.m.
For more information call 385-3455.

.Catholic Mass will be held at the
South Campus Residence Hall Chapel
at 7:30 p.m.

·The Irish Harp, a performance and
History lecture, will be held from
12:30 to 1:45 p.m . in Room 205 of
Music Building. Master Haper, Tracey
Fleming, will perform. For more information 'call 6495 .

Tuesday, Dec. 12

Wednesday, Dec. 6
.The Holocaust in Greece, sponsored
by the Center fo r International
Studies and the Holocaust Museum
and Learning Center of st. Louis, will
be held from 7:30 to 9 p.m. at the
Summit Lounge , University Center.
Mark Mazower, University of London,
Birkbeck College, will discuss the
German invasion of Greece in 1941,
deportations from Salonica in '43 , and
the attempts to extend deportations
to the rest of Greece in '44. Call 6495
for more information.

·Chancellor's Holiday Dinner will be
held at the Millennium Student Center
Cafeteria from 11:30a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Pick up complimentary tickets at
several locations throughout thecampus. Call 5446 for more information.
.Catholic Mass will be held at the
Catholic Newman Center at 7:30 p.m.
For more information call 3853455.
.University Chorus & Orchestra
Concert will be held in the Chapel at
the Marillac Provincial House from
7:30 to 9 p.m. For more information
call 5980.
• Taize Prayer, a time for song, scripture, prayer and meditation, will be
held from 11:30 to 1 p.m. in Roorri 316
Millennium Student Center.

THE CAItIIPUS CRI ItIIE LINE
November 10, 2000
A student reported that her purse was
stolen from a table at the Millennium
building at 12:30 p.m. The purse contained cash, credit cards, and identification . It had been left unattended on the
table.

The Campus CrimeLine /\ liFe" 'en'ltt' /'FII'IIIt'tf In'/h" '-11·\,

/JUII' /",//(,
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~

November 13, 2000
A staff person reported that on Nov. 10
between 12 and 5:00 p.m. unknown persons stole a faculty/staff parking permit
from a vehicle parked on Lot E. The permit was taken from the front Windshield.
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Inshirah • Busine.<s Manager
AI - Bawazeer
.Judi Unville • Faculty Adviser

ess otheFWI

• Soup and Soul Food will be held from

November 9, 2000
A student reported that between 5 and
5:07 p.m. a Texas Instrument calculator
was stolen along with several keys. Both
were stolen from the victim's bookbag,
which had been left unattended in 218
Social Science Building.

.Josh Renaud • Editor·in-ClJie!
Brian Douglas. Managing Editor

.
'se indicated-

Saturday, Dec. 2
.Alla Voskoboynikova, pianist, will perform from 7:30 to 9 p.m . at the
Ethicla SOCiety, 9001 Clayton Road St.
Louis, MO 63117. Call 5980 for more
information.
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November 14, 2000
A staff person reported being assaulted in
the Millennium building when a stUdent's
bookbag struck her in the chest. The student states that the staff person was
st.ruck by accident.
,
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'appreclate the opportunity to be a part of your
education. As an expression of,ourappreciation
the College will r
.e three parking permits for
the winter 2001 's emester.

Monday,
Nov. 27th
Atrium of
Research
Building
9 a.m. to
3 p.m.

Tuesday,
Nov. 28th
2nd Floor
entrance
to SSB
9a.tn. to
3 p.m.

.

Wednesday,
Nov. 29th

'3rd Floor
entrance to
Lucas Hall ·
9 a.m. to
3 p.m.
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Exhibit displays stained glass tuork
..

BY DEREK EVANS

~

"-'

AND ANNE PORTER .

f'

staff writers
When most people think about stained
glass windows they usualJy envision the
windows portraying biblical scenes in the
neighborhood church. Stained glass windows may, however, offer scenes of bath
houses, hunting and jousting, mythology
heroes, Roman history and military victories.
"Painting on Light: Drawings and
Stained Glass in the Age of Durer and
Holbein," displays pieces of Renaissance
Germany and Switzerland stained glass.
"Painting on Light" opened at the St. Louis
Art Museum on Nov. 4 and will be on display through Jan. 7.
Steve Bilany, a retired chemistry
teacher, enjoyed the exhibition on Tuesday
afternoon.
"It's an excellent exhibit. It's extensive.
It's much more involved than I thought it
would be. Stained glass paintings are really
paintings on stained [glass] rather than
[you] usually think of small pieces of colored glass put [on] a lead background,"
Bilany said.
Barbara Butts, former curator of prints,
drawings and photographs for the St. Louis
Art Museum, collaborated efforts with Lee
Hendrix, the curator of drawings at the J.
Paul Getty Musewn in Los Angeles. The
two art historians wanted to pair stained
glass panels with their design drawings. In
1987, Butts and Henciri" realized there had
never been an exhibition comparing the
drawings and stained glass panels of the
south Gennan and Swiss Renaissance. To
propose such an display, the two researched
and traveled to Europe frequently.
In Europe, they traveled by train to
Nuremberg, Strasbourg, Freiburg, and
Augsberg in Germany. and Basel. Bern and
Zurich in Switzerland. Once they visited 14
cities in 28 days.
Two of the featured pieces of the exhibition, 'The Annunciation" and "Saints
Andrew and Pope Sixtm; Il," were originally located in the private chapel of Dr. Si.'ltus

Some of the art
on display
includes:
(Above) A
Wildman
Brandishing an
Uprooted Trunk
by Hans
Holbein the
Younger c.1528;
(far right) Christ
and the Woman
Taken in
Adultery by
Niklaus Manuel
Deutsch c.
1527; (near
right) The
Annunciation, c.
1504-5 after
Albrecht Durer,
workshop of
Veit Hirsvogel
the Elder.
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knife,
Hgmmers werellsed toshapethe
lead around tl)e pie!oes .,Qr' gyass>
11)ere Weie sevel1l1s17es fro01§mall
to. rather large, depending ortWhat
J

was being shaped for the

vario~s

windows.
Brushes made of horse hair were '
used for painting on the glass.
Small, fine paint brushes were used
for painting lines and fine detan in
smaU areas. Larger brushes were
used for coloring backgrDunds. with
different colors when colored glass
was not used. Medium brushes W€re
used for 'WOrk that was not background washes or fine tllie details.
Thcher of Nmemberg.
'These two windows were clearly made
by one of the finest glass painters in the
workshop of Veit Hirsvogel the Elder, the
official glazier of Nuremberg. TIley represent a tour de force of the glass painter's
technique. \Vhen the windows are reunited
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EDITOR
ANNE PORTE R

features editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

QUOTES
"Don't hit at all if it is
honorably po-ssible to
avoid hitting, but never
hit soft,"
·Theodore Roosevelt
Credit: www.quotoblequotes.net

"The doors of heaven
and hell are adiacent
and iden tical."
·Nikos Kazantzakis
Credit: www.quotoblequotes.net

"The weakest link in a
chain is the strongest
because it can break it."
·Stanislaw J. Lee
Credit: www.quotablequotes.net

Too many hours make graduation a pain
A

AND THE POINT 1s. ..

•

ANNE PORTER

s I opened the letter with
the Arts and Sciences label
in the upper-left corner, a
brief idea popped into my head. The
nagging voice saying, "Oh, we forgot to mention that you need to take
trigonometry before you can graduate with your B.A. in English," kept
repeating and repeating in my mind.
I had envisioned this since the
beginning of the semester, when I
realized that I would actually graduate.
The fill-in style of the letter told
ine that I had six credit hours too
many, and that I would need to obtain
approval from the dean of the
Department of English, so that I may

throw my four-cornered, flat-topped
hat in the air after a long and boring
ceremony.
It was a little before 4 p.m., so I
called my new advisor to clarify the
need for approval for baving too
many hours. When I graduate, I will
have 126 hours with six extra in
English studies, because I have been
working on a writing certificate. My
point was "So, let me get this
straight. I anl graduating with six
hours too many and tlle problem here
. .. . ry"
IS
.

And my advisor said in retlml ,
'They just want to make sure that
you have met all the requirements
and have not taken too many classes
in yom major." I countered this with

the fact that I had met every other
requirement, including the foreign
language, science, math, etc. , etc. He
answered that it did not matter, and I
still had to get the dean's approval.
So, I called the dean of the English
department. I was rather embarrassed, because no matter how much
I attempted, I could not pronounce
her namE correctly or at all for that
matter. The dean told me that I could
e-mail her my particular situation and
describe why I had too many credits.
Sbe would e-mail in return the
approval, so that I could take it to my
counselor to serve as a proper notation , which allows me to graduate.
Sbe also mentioned that this happens
often to many students who plan to

get the writing certificate.
Since I procrastinate regularl y, it
took me about two weeks to write to
the dean. v,'hen I did, I reminded her
why I was contacting her for an
approval, and I asked her to e-mail.
me a response with the outcome of
my request.
The dean promptly responded not
once, but twice. The first time from
her borne computer, the second from
the university where she had my file
in front of her. Initially, she stated
that she had read my e-mail, and that
she would follow up when sbe
arrived to ber office. Her second email granted an approval of my graduation with extra education, which I
had to forward to Illy advisor.

To continue my procrastination, I
finally made the trip to the advising
department to submit the approval
letter about three weeks later. The
secretary said the advisor was busy
with a student. I wanted to make certain that he received tlle very important paper, so I made an appointment
with him the next day. When I handed him the sacred paper (of which I
had made back-up copies), he said.
that would meet the requirements.
Then, I asked my counselor if this
procedure was neces sary for all
majors, and he said it was.
So, to anyone out there thinking
about taking extra courses, be prepared to explain your actions. Or
else.

•
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Why we run ads that
Lack of publicity for SABC make people mad

W

means loss ·in divers·ty
The officers of the Student
Government Association achieved a
victory
when
the
significant
Assembly passed the proposed SGA
constitution at the meeting Nov. 14.
Later that same day, SGA President
Ryan Connor impressed members of
the University Assembly when he
desclibed the progress SGA has made
this year.
After a couple months and several
meetings, we've noticed one disturbing trend amid the progress. Each of
the SGA officers has brought some
announcement before the Assembly
and then told the Assembly members
it was their responsibility to get the
word out.
The worst example of this is the
Student Activities Budget Committee.
This powerful committee decides
which student organizations will be
funded next year, and it also determines the amount of funding for each.
The committee's members expend
much time and effolt on the allocation
process. It's good, practical experience, especially for students interested in business or politics.
UnfOltunately, most students Sin1ply have no idea that the SABC exists.
That's why the SABC's own operating guidelines demand that the SGA
"publicize the application process and
inforID the campus community."
After all, the membership of the
SABC is supposed to be "diverse"
and "representative of the student
body" according to its operating
guidelines. You can't get that sort of
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diversity if only celtain kinds of students know about the opportunity to
apply.
But that's exactly what happened
here. Comptroller Ayo Olson called
for SGA Assembly members-mostly representatives of student organizations-to let their organizations know
about the opportunity. Even if every
member of the Assembly clid as she
asked, they still didn't reach enough
students. Most UMSL students are
not members of student organizations.
Olson clid include a small line
about SABC in SGA's meeting ads in
The CWTent. She said she also made
phone calls.
Unfortunately, tbat's not enough to
reach the campus community.
Instead, the SGA should have placed
ads in The C~tI7'ent specifically for
SABC, put a notice in "Fliday's
Update," posted flyers on bulletin
boards, sent flyers to academic
scbools and units, put a notice on the
SGA website, and put the announce.
ment on the TV monitors.·
We're sure that this oversight was
exactly that-an oversight. The SGA
officers haven't had much time in
office, and they are still adjusting to
things. Even so, it is a pretty serious
mistake to leave the student body out
of the loop.
When the next "big announcerllent" comes around, the SGA officers- not the Assembly-should bear
the responsibility of publicizing it
effectively.

ell, it's that time of year libelous, or would be likely to incite
again and I don't mean
a riot
Cluistmas time. Every
These cliteria are based on
year, without fail, The Current man- Supreme COUIt decisions and a body
ages to run one or more advertise- of case law over the past 25 years.
ments that offend folks on campus. Time and again, the Supreme Court
So every year, this space is used to has held that "commercial speech"
explain how The Current determi.nes (another telm for ads) cannot be regwhat advertisements it will and won't ul ated by the state any more than
accept.
other types of speech. Controversial
This year, we've received a grand or not, advertisers are protected by'.
total of two complaints. One person the first amentlment, too.
So how does the
clied foul when we
ra.n a Yahoo l adveltisprocess work? We
receive most of our
ing insert, and ,mother
was unhappy with the
"national" ads by
full-color, full-page
insertion order. That
Rooster
chewing
means an advertising
tobacco ad that ran a
agcncy sends us a
few weeks ago. Next
written notice that
tJley have an ad they
semester, readers will
want to place . We
get the chance to see a
don't solicit these
couple pro-life insel1S
that will undoubtedly .
ads.
make some people
If an ad is likely to
cause controversy,
upset.
-JOSH RENAUD
We c;hould probathe agencies will
often send it to us for
bly t>stablish a few
things. First of all, 1711:
review before we '.
Current does not endorse the prod- accept it. The Current's executive
ucts or services of any of our adver- conmuttee (made up of the editor-intisers. Neither does the University of chief, tJle managing editor, the busiMissouri. You can read our fme print ness manager, and the advertising
every week in the staff box on page director) will meet and discuss the
2.
adveltisement.
Second, we don't filter our adverIf the advertisement fails the
tisements sin1ply because we dislike tJrree-point test, then we will usually
an ad or disagree with it. We st,md hold it. Occasionally we will receive
behind the first amendment which an ad that falls into a grey area. In
guanmtees freedom of speech. 'T'his that case, we will usually cliscuss it
University, after all, is supposed to be and then vote 011 it. The decision is
a "marketplace of ideas," and the never made lightly.
So, to those who have been or will
newspaper i in the same mold. We' d
rather nol be known as a "market- be offended by the advertisements,
place of only the ideas we agree here' a suggestion for you: exercise
with."
your free speech rights. Send us a letThe Cll rrelll. lik many other col- ter or a guest conm1entary, and
lege newspapers, u. es a three-point expl ain why you disagree with the
criteria for de1enninulg if we should ads we 've run. Take advantage oftlle
hold ~U1 advelti ement. We wi.lI hold public fmum we offer. After all, it
any ads th t promote an illee-al prod- that's what the "marketplace of
uct or . ervice, are basically false or ideas" is all about.

.
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The SGA dtdn't do a

good enough job·inform~
ing the campus (Or1'1l11U · nit:y of the opportunity
· to join the Student
; Activities Budget .
.. Committee. thi5i5

important becaus~ the
SABe's own rules
.
demand a'thorough

effort to inform~

campus community of
· the QPportunity toappty.

lnstea(J Of relying on the
Assembly members, the
SGAbfficers should
shoulder the n~sponsibHi
ty fbr publicizing Ubig

announcements" by
placing ads in The
Current, posting flyers,
'Using t heir website, and

using other methods,.

Write a letter to the editor
about thls lssue or anything
else on your mind.

Much ado over the Millennium Center
Hello, it's me.
I have just visited the Millennium
Center. It sucks!
Reasons:
1. What are they going to do w ith
all of that office spat e in Woods,
Lucas, etc. '1
2. Parking 'ucks (w1less you're a
teacher) .

3. We have wasted money on a
glorified symphony hall (ie Gustave
Noske and his merry musical band of
Storm trooping Free Corp , in their
re ndi tion of "Glass . Escalators. and A
Lot of Hot Air." ov. 15. )
4. Steven Wolfe :' Ieeping on a
ch air.
5. Money wa not used to repair

the roads that lead to the 1mpeli al
Palace of Glass.
The point of it i. that it was made
by the mling class (or in the case of
Wolfe. tJle sleeping cl~ s) to be used
by the ruling (sleeping) class.

-Robert C. Montague II

A matter of principle

T

11'0 weeks ago 1 took the exit
exam required for al l seniurs

and you gel to the borderland very
quickly. A good scientist will tell you
prior to graduation. Jt's one that s ience is not configured to
of tJlOse standardized test · with bub- lUlswer this kind of questi on, but too
bl ~heels W1d number two pencils llften the reaction is disdain for tlle
and all of that. TIle questions are queM ion ilself and the person asking
desih'lled to emphasize basic lU'o:!as of it. We w'e told, in very high tones,
kwning. \\'i1h reading comprehen- that such a question is nO! scientific
sion passages. grammar exercises. with tlle added impJjcation that it is
and matll problem. The test is print- therefore l10t a question worth asked in a neat white booklet with a ing. But science it!;elf i not scientifsma!l white :eal. ~U1d it appew': ljuite ic because it is practiced by humans.
innocuous. bUI one of the readings Thomm; Kuhn did a nice job of
made me SlOp.
pointing out tbe many ways in which
It Wa!' a science pa<;sag<~ lln the re~earchers can be bia,ed in their
oli gin of life. and it described tlle pur.;uits: tile prevailing ideas of the
time, the availability
theOlY tlM life began
of research funds,
when a collection of
molecules
was
and !he opinions of
endoseu by a memthe people doing the
bnUle ,Uld then beg,Ul
research all play a
to produce copie, of
p~rt in
directing
itse!f. TIle questions
what questions will
were all comprehenbe asked. what
s ion and criti 'al
lUlswers will be sugth inking. Any subge,ted, and how tl1e
ject might have been
res ults of experichosen for the readments will be intcring. so why did the
preted. 'What we are
people compos ing
taught in classrooms
thi, test choose this
is not only what ~ci
BRIAN DOUGLAS
one?
ence has told us. but
As a Creationist. 1
what tJleorists bave
don ' t believe in evoluti onary lheOI)'. sub,equemly interpreted those fllldl! \ just too f,U'-felched for me. But ings tll melU). ai which point objecmy I:omplaint is 110t about teachmg ti vity goes light out the window.
e volucion. TIlis is a public u ni\' ~rsity
Much of what gets p:lSsed off as
in a free co untry. rmd the firsl science fact reidly belongs in the
amendment gr.mts all of us free same c~lIegory as religion. Don 't be
speech . \\11at botilers lllf" is when fooled . Secularism has its own ideas
theory get~ taught as fa t.
,Uld agenJ as tll prom ote ~ it merely
Science. by its very narure, is the- hiJes behind rhe' vei l of feigned
Q(·erica! . It looks at me,L'Ur<lDk qUr!n- impartiality.
tities. making observarilll1S from
Sume would say nuth is the difw hich it fonnulates theone, in lin ferenc(: between the secular world .•
attempt to explain what it 5ee, . It'> a ,md the rel igi OUS one. but tllat isn't
\'ery useflJ.! approach. bl t it has limits to what it -can do. Ask a questi on
iike " what is the meaning nf life')"
S{'t' DOUGLAS, [>aw' '7

'.

E DITORIAL
BOARD
How do ) ou feel about the topics we've written about this week?

JOSH RENAUD
BRIAN DOUGLAS

• PubliCizing the SABe application process
• Controversial advertisements in the newspaper
• Creationism and evolution

"Our Opinion" reflects the
majority opinion of the
editorial board

LETTERS

'.

You can make your voice heard in a variet of ways!

MAIL

• Submit a Letter to the Editor
-Write a Guest Commentary
• Visit the Campus Issues forum on thecurrentonline.com

The CU17'ent

8001 Natural Bridge
St. Louis. MO 63121

FAX
(314) 516-6811
EMAIL

current@jinx.umsl.edu

Th e holiday season is fast approachi ng . Is this time of year
important to you? Does it bring back memories? Why not write
a guest comm entary? It could be a great way to share your
feelings with the campus communityl

Letters to the editor should
be brief and those not
exceeding 200 words will be
given preference. We edit let·
ters for clarity, length and
grammar. All letters must be
signed and include a daytime
phone number.
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Abh lshek Aga rwal
Graduate / Computer Science

A ng@!a AVellone
Junior I Biology

Rick Stanton
Junior I Com puter Science

Suzi Twitty
Freshman / Physics ft Astronomy
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My d aughter and I celebrated
! we!'!! to Ch!c-age,

----" - - - -

Louis.

S j "~~ my family doe5 not live
here, I looked for someone to
mooch off of.

----,,---

- --- ,,-------

with my rnmily

h~re

10 St.

I went camping in the many
mountains of Missouri.
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"
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-ball season leaps into p ay
Rivermen
mightier
than Penn

·R-Luomen
fall to
Ferris State

BY NICK BOWMAN
.. ......... ... .... " , .. ,.

BY NI CK B OWM AN

staff writer

staff !Un'ter

The Ri vermen opened up the 20002001 season in fashion, dov.rning an

The Riverwomen's basketball
team took their show on the road,
staJting their 2000 caJnpaign at FetTis
State University. The Bulldogs, still
bittei: from their National Collegiate
Athletic Association first-round ousting at the hands of UM-St. Louis,
exacted revenge on the young team,
winning the contest 87-68 in solid
fashion.
The Riverwomen's defen se could
not hold the Bulldogs quiet, as Ferris
State scored onjust under half of their
shots to jump to aJl lS-point half-time
lead.
"We really didn' t play the way we
are capable," said freshma,Il Leah
Boehme. "We are all still trying to
adjust to each other's style of play aJld
that will take time. There is an incredible amount of talent on this team."
BoeIune, a fresIunan from Carmel,
Indiana, Ilas spent a lot of time on the
cowt, filling one of the many holes left
by the departed seniors of a year ago.
She started the Ferris State contest at
the guard spot and played a total of 36
minutes.
"With only four retumel's from last
year, we still have a lot of adjusting to
do," said senior Lindsay Brefeld.
"We're still getting to know each
other."
Boehme drained 6-10 from the
field to end the night with 13 points.
Tean1 captain Tanisha Albert scored
13, recorded four steals and snagged
six rebounds, while Katy Gwaltney
added SL'i: points and SL, rebounds in
the loss.
Also. sophomore transfer Cluisty
Lane hit 2-2 from behind the threepoint aJ-C en route to fieldin g five
rebound and. coring 12 total points.
Defense was a key fac tor in the
los. , as fi ve Bulldogs re ached doubledigi in scoring. As a team, FSU shot
-15 9'c from the court and 40% from
three-poim range. UMSL, hot a tad
under .500. but couldn 't create opportun.ity, taking only - 1 shots in the conte,t to Fen-is State's 77,
The Riverwomen will come back
home to host Lincoln University and
Fontbonne College before st31ting
con ference play agai nst Kentucky
Wesleyan on the road.

injury-plagued
William
Penn
University, who was without four of
their five starters, 68-51 in front of a
strong opening day crowd. About 300
were in attendance to witness Head
Coach Mark Bemsen's sixth opening
game and second as head coach.
As the line-up was introduced, the
band played on and six minutes later,
the Rivermen found themselves on top
of the Statesman 12-0. Senior Micllael
Hamilton staI1ed things off for UM-St.
Louis, stealing the first pass attempted
by William Penn and taking it to the
basket for an easy tv,'o points.
It took William Penn more than six
minutes to fmd the basket, when
DuJuan Foster drained a jumper from
the paint. UMSL would respond with
11 unanswered points. Using a
matchup zone set on the defensive side
of the ball, the Rivermen were able to
hold William Penn to 10 points at the
16:00 mark of the first half.
'We're trying a new defensive style
that is very up-tempo and hoping that
it creates some offense," said Assistant
Coach Jason Hillman.
At the end of the flrst half, the
Rivermen held a very strong lead,
pulling away by 18 to end the half.
Michael Hamilton anchored the team
with 10 points in the frrst half while
earning a handful of steals.
"We work very hard as a team,"
said Hamilton. ,·tv1v teanunates are
where they are supp~sed to be and I'm
where I'm supposed to be and that puts
me in a position where I can make a lot
of things happen."
Hamilton would end the night with
15 points and eight steals, the leading
scorer in the game for both sides.
"Hamilton is great in that zone set,"
said Frillman. "He's very fast and can
anticipate the play extremely well."
The Riyermen ne\'er looked back
in the second hill. maintaining a double-digit lead to defeat the Statesman
68-51. Michael Coleman and Greg
Ross scored 16 points each. while the
Rivermen as a whole hit just under
400/1 of their total shots. Ross was a
perfect 10-10 from the charity lioe as
the Rivellnen begin the season 1-0.

Darren BruneI

n.

(,/lT1','111

Junior Jim Schelich breaks through the William Penn Uni"ersity d efense as h e attem pts a lay-up at
last week's game. The Rivermen t ook an aggressi"e lead early on in the game, allowing them to win

68-51 .

V-ball team finishes

E1nergency 9-1-1

early in tournament Hockey club ices other
teams with nine wins
a,
BY DAVE KIINWORTHY
. ... .. . . . . -. -......
. ... .... . .. .... •. _-

staff editor

The UM-St. Louis Riverwomen's
volleyball squad finish ed the season
with a 14-14 [eeorll but the .500 record
does not reflect how tlli s 'ear's team
has battled in the Great Lakes Valley
Conference.
The Riverwomen. after a tough
five-game loss to the University of
Southem Indiana came back the next
day in their last home march of the season to hand Southern Illinois
University-Edwards ville a loss, which
would eventually lead co the
Riverwomen claiming the fifth seed
going into the GLVC toumament.
In the SlU-Edwardsville matchup,
the Rivelwomen dropped the frrst game
13-15, but came back to sweep the
remaining three games and take home
the victory 15-13. 15-8 and 15-10.
The UMSL charge wa led by
senior Michelle Hochstatter who
recorded 21 kills, while fellow-senior
Gretchen Duffner added 19 kills and 14
defensive digs to her credit. Hochstatter

was named to the second team GLVC
a selection in
All-Conference squad
the middle hitter position this season.
After the
defeat of SIUEdwardsville. the Riverwomen took on
Quincy, tlle fourth seed, in the first
round of the GLVC tournan1ent.
Previously, the Quincy Hawks had
the edge over the Riverwomen as the
Ha\vks had swept the regular season
matches against the Rivell",omen 3-0
and 3-1.
With the tight match that ocnUTed
in the GLVC tournament, Quincy got
the benefit again over the Riverwomen.
as they swept UMSL in three games
15-11. 15-11 and 15-13 to advance into
the second round of the GLVC tournament where the Hawks would eventuolly lose to University of Southem
Indian:.L
Holly Zront, the lone junior of tlle
team thi s season, led the Rivellvomen's
charge as she recorded eight kills and
nine digs. Duffner would also tally
seven kills with 12 digs, and freshman
Melissa Frost added five kills and tllree
block a-;sists.

B Y NI CK BOWMAN
. - , .... . . .. .. . .

siall lI'riter

A s they head down the stretch,
the LIM -S t. Louis Hockey Rivermen
are in good position 10 enter the
Christmas break on top. The team
currentl y stands at 9-1-1 overall,
wllile currently riding a six-gan1e
unbeaten streak.
"I' m very happy with thi. team
so far. " said Head Coach Derek
Schaub. "The guys are healthy, and
just keep plugging away."
In their mos t recent action, the
Ri vemlen faced llJ inois State and
No[them illinois llniver:,;ity, both
Mid-Americall Collegiate Hockey
A ssociation rivals. UMSL defeated
Northern Illinois University. while
dra win g
w ith
Illi nois
S late
University. end ing their sea 'on
series with them at 1-0-1.
"T hose were two really great
games of hockey, great effort by all

of the guy;':' said Schaub. "There
was a lot of potential for the w in in
the IISUj ganle , ve ry hig h intensity,
hut we ju t couldn't fmd a break. "
One bright tar on tlris talentloaded team would be fre hman Jeff
Wear. w ho in his fir ·t year of
MACHA hockey has already scored
in the double digits while adj usting
to the new style of play.
"I'm very pleased w ith Iris play
so far," said Schaub. "Vv'hen we
brought him in we knew that he
could be an impact pIa) er. He '. very
dedicated to the team , and has
wready emerged as a locker room
leader"
Also, Rock-y Albelti returned t
the line-up and made his presence
known both on and off the ice.
" Getting Rocky back in the lineup was a big shot in the arm for thi s
teanl." said Schaub. "Be ides being
a great defen. eman. he gives us
another ,weapon on the power-play."

Yet anorher defensem an , fre shman Steve Hewkin, has stepped up
his ganle to round out the corps of
defen e. whi h is headed by team
captain Craig Duffy.
The Rivermen will host a fourgame homestand before th holidays. and look LO boost their standing in the MACHA. Of the four
games, three are league, and all four
me crucial to advancing into the
roum ament.
"We need to g 1 the e next games
if we are going to push for a title,"
ai d Schaub. "T he [Southwe st
illinois College] game, the only nonleague team on the stand, is just a
important as [he rest becaus e we' ll
need the momenrum to CatTY
through."
Afte r hosting
SWlC.
the
Rivemlen will mee t Bradley
Univer ity. Wa hington University,
\\'heaton
C ollege
and
SILL
Edwardsville in succession.

ED
DAVE KINWORTHY

sports editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811

GAMES
Men's
Basketball
at Kentucky Wesleyan
730 pm, 7bul'., .vOL' :;0
at Bellarmine

315 pm ESI'. Sal , Dec. 2
v. Washburn

7:45 pm, \Xed. Dec. 6

Women's
Basketball
v. Fontbonne
7:(){) pm, .'Hon, NOI'. 27

at Kentucky Wesleyan
515 pm, Thill'., NOL'. 30
at Bellarmine
100 pm ESI'. Sal. , Dec. 2

Visit the UMSL athletics
website at
www.umsl.edu lservices/
athletics/ athletics. htm{

Collegiate basketball season .looks bad for Missouri

F

LATEST Scoop
DAVE K INWOR THV

inally, football season is com~g to a close, and my favorite
ume of year 1S ahead of llS.
With the collegiate bowl ass ignments
being dished out, the college basketball scene has already begun, and it
has already appeared as if the state of
Missouri will be out for some upsets
this season.
With Saint Louis University coming off a Conference USA title as they
defeated the Cincinnati Bearcats-a
huge favorite every year in the conference tournament--the initial step for
SLU to make it to the NCAA tOWllament was big, as tbey were seeded last
in the Conference LISA preseason

standings. Witll the help of SLU ~rad 
u3te Justin L ove. they also defeated
the Mis"owi Tigers in the much anticipated rivalry,
SLU also returns a core of the
frontconrt with CBC graduate Justin
Tatum. DeSm .l graduale Matt Baniak.
and Chris Heil1lich. TIn-ow in Chris
Braun and the Billikens have a very
dominating front court in the collegiate sport of basketball. But the question is, Who will take the place of
Love this season? The ans\yer is n t
c1caJ' to date. but under the guidance
of L(1rellZO Ramal' should be
answered in the following few weeks.
The University of Missouri-

Columbia Tigers had a great recnuting
dass in this ~eason f and should expect
them io -rep right in a play. Arthur
J ohnson. Rick}' Paulding :md Wesley
Stokes are all top l00-caliber players
while in high cho01, and Quinn
Snyder i now showing why he helped
Duke University stay in ill promised
land of Ihe Fin al F our throughout his
tenure at the Wliversity_ He m ay be a
yOLmg c< aeh in oilly his second year,
but Snyder knows how to recruit and
coaching rOOts off of the recruits.
Clarence Gilbert is back after his
counterpart , Keyon Dooling, headed
for
the
National
Basketball
Association . Gilbett should be in

prime form and make it to th e fU'st
team All -B ig 12 this sea OIl. Along
with Gilbert, Kareem Rush should
have the best season up to date. In the
season opener, he recorded a doubledouble and showed why he was a top
recruit coming out of southem
Missouri.
Numerous polls pick the Tigers to
flnish third, but at the same tin1e, al so
picked Rush to be on the fITst team
All-Big 12 ~md be tbe player of the
year in the Big 12. E x.pectations are
mu ch higher for the Tiger this year, as
Synder has gotten more of the top
recruits in the nation aboard the
Tigers' roster.

The UM-St. Louis Rivermen look
pronlising tlus year as well, with the
only big loss to the team coming with
the absence of Terence Herbett. The
Rivelmen appear to be running and
gunning this year, a chance from the
Meckfessel era, where the team had
no idea of what really transpired on
the cmut.
Head Coach Mark Bemsen has
brought in a team with ex.perience
being the eye-popper tIus season.
They are ready to take the next step in
showing the Great Lakes Valley
Conference what they are made of and
to prove that they are a fomlidab1e foe
in the GLVC.

11te Curren t
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T h e Che rry Pop pin' Daddies say they're

FILM REVIEW

'What's Cooking'
provides just the
right flavor for

Thanksgiving
BY CATHERINE
MARQUIS. HOMEYER

.... ... " ..... , ................... .
stliff editor
,

'EDITO
CATHERINE
.' MARQUiS-HOMEYER
........ . . . ..

-

_

. .... . ... . .. .•....... .. . ... . .•.

than ·

a&e editor
phone: 516-5174
fax: 516-6811
BY CHARLIE BRIG HT
.. ........... .....
'"

slal/ II 'riler

:MOVIES

December
2·3
M
(Tivoli's classic world
cinema series)
Viridiana
(Tivoli's classic world
cinema series)

8

The Pageant has seen some awesome acts lately, but the most lively
one ha'i got to be the Cherry Poppin'
Daddies. This band, famous for . Z oot
Suit Riot" and other swing music, has
diversified its portfolio of tunes to
please any audience. The mi x of
swing and rock made it easy t just sit
and tap my feet for a bit, and then run
out onto the dance tloor and attempt
to not embarrass myself. FI ks of
xcited swing dancers from aJI over
the 'Iate dexterously dominated the
dancing. while tho e with two left feet
still managed to look cool b_ nodding
their heads knowingly and itting
through the rock ·ongs.

Steve Perry, the Cherry Poppin'
Daddies lead -inger, happens to be a
really nice guy. In an interview before
the show, he explained the band's philosophy on music ,
"Swing in the media, it's burned
itself out," he told me. '"1t was a fOItunate accident that we did 'Zoot Suit
Riot" when we did, It' an lllomaly.
We don' t like to be identified as a
swing band, because we' re more than
that, but that's what people expect us
to be."
The reaction to Cherry Poppin'
Daddies seems to vary from town to
town rather Ulan being a regional
effect, he explained. "Some jaded
swing audiences don' ( even clap, but
in other town the reaction is incredible."

The prin1ary goal of the Daddies is
Oliginaliry and their new album,
"Soul Caddy," exemplifies the band 's
versatility. While trying to a void the
"obvious fimky stuff," as Steve put it,
they did some amazing things \vith
their music in general, and the audience responded well to the mL,<. I
overheard several swing dancers, saddened by a rock song's beginning,
change their tunes after a few seconds, One of them exclaimed, "Hey, I
even like their non-swing music," and
from a dedicated dancer, that's a powerful statement.
The band that opened for the
Daddies w:.;,-, OPM, a velY llmd rap
band that had little to do with swing,
and less to do with buililing a rapport
\\i.th the audience, Their best song

was the one where they stopped playing and spit cereal on the dance floor,
seriously. Maybe their album is passable (though I have my doubts), but
they are absolutely not a must-seelive band.
At the opposite end of the music
spectrum from OPM, Steve told me
that ""Ve like our slower ones, like
'Luther Lane' of 'Kids on the Street'
(an earlier album), and 'Skyline
Drive: we' ve played it like twice." I
asked Steve what he had in his CD
player at the moment, and he told me
it \vas a Beethoven String Quartet
recorded in Budapest in the 1940s.
With wide variety and flawless execution, the Cherry Poppin' Daddies put
on a good show for audiences of any
kind .

"What's Cooking" is a tasty tidbit
of a film about the most American holiday, Thanksgiving. This delightfully
wa= movie is partly comedy, partly
drama about four families celebrating
the holiday with the traditional turkey,
delicious trimmings, and family mayhem. This holiday repast is fresh from
the smorgasbord of the St. Louis
International Film Festival.
The film features four f1illlliies of
different
ethnic , backgrounds:
Vietnamese American,
African
AJI¥Orican, Hispanic, and Je\vish, This
is especially apropos for a holiday that
is known for its traditional dishes, but,
.in fact, what a traditional dish is .in one
family is often not in another. This allAmerican diversity in the menu and
the traditional character of the feast
make for a lot of variety and spice in
the tale of each family's meal, While
the food all looks fabulous, the four
families provide lots of spice too, as
each family has their own conflicts
and uproars. Alfred Woodard, Joan
Chen, and Mercedes Ruehl are among
the stars of this film and each does a
wonderful job in her role. Each story
alternates, and the family tales overlap
or touch as the meals unfold,
TIle cinematography is lush and
appealing, and each repast is lavishly
displayed in mouthwatering glow. The
family stories are funny and dramatic,
and will probably evoke a few memories of family gatherings of your own.
The film is a wann, entertaining, little
film that is just the light flavor for the
Thanksgiving holiday.

Length: 106 min.
Rated: PG-13

Our opinion: ***, '
II

Vertical Limit

9·10
Viridiana
(Tivoli's classic world
cinema series)
Jean de Florette
(Tivoli's classic world
cinema series)

Kald-'s specialty coffee is best, food okay
BY D EREK S PENCER EVANS

15

stajJ /l 'Titer

What Women Want
The Family Man
,The Emperor's New Groove
The Gift

Kaldi's Coffee House was a place
I had heard about for some time, but
I hadn ' t eaten there-so, it deserved
a visit. Two friends and I arrived on a
Tuesday before going to the Art
Museum,
Because Kaldi' s is a coffee house,
all orders are made at the counter and
paid for at the time you order the
drinks and food, There is an in-house
sound system that they use, when
orders are ready and called by the
number given on the receipt. Kaldi's
Coffee House is one of the few
places in the St. Louis area that is
certified kosher-so, those who need
to keep kosher can go there and eat
with no worries.
The entrance is on the comer of
the building, 1illd there are bright colored murals on the wall. The music
was good because it was a combination of jazz and blues, but more blues
with vocals that jazz sometimes
doesn't have.
The menu is written on a chalk
board that includes the specials for
the day, salads and specialty drinks.
The specials change daily. The specialty coffees include cappuccinos,
espressos, and they have regular and
decaf coffees.
The specials for the day were

16·17
Jean de Florette
(Tivoli's classic world
cinema series)
Manon of the Spring
(Tivoli's classic world
cinema series)

22

..

Chocolat
Wes Craven Presents
Dracula 2000
Castaway

23·24
Manon of the Spring
(Tivoli's classic world
cinema series)

25
All The Pretty Horses
Enemy At The Gates
A Hard Day's Night
(classic re-release)
Vatel

Panini s1illdwiches ($4,75) that were
not made with the usually used traditional Italian bread. They were made
with commercially available loaf
bread that can be bought at the grocelY store, They offer a vmi ery of
Panini sandwiches. Our frrst Panini
sandwich was with mushrooms,
onions, cheddm' cheese, and spinach,
but we requested the spinach be left
off the sandwich. It tasted like and
resembled a grilled-cheese sandwich
with vegetables, which was all right
but nothing special. Our second
Panini s1illdwich was with eggplant,
tomato, and mozzarella cheese. It
resembled a grilled mozzarella and
vegetable sandwich with a sweet flavor, because of the eggplant and
tomatoes. Both panini sandwiches
could be duplicated easily in the
home kitchen.
Our third sandwich was a Greek
Pita ($5.50) with a side of relish or
chutney made with tomatoes that
could be eaten separately or put on
the Pita sandwich, The sandwich was
large, flavored on the mild side of
spicy. The frlling was either hummus
or baba ghanouj, but we couldn't tell
which.
All three s1illdwiches had a side of
blue, red and plain com chips, which
were rather tasteless, except for the
obligatory salt on all commercially
available com chips.

Our drinks were a bottle of Fitz's
root beer ($1.25 ), a mocha grande
($3.25), and a cafe au lait ($2.00),
The mocha grande was flavorful
with balanced cocoa and coffee taste,
not overly sweet or bitter. The cafe
au lait was frothy-warmed milk that
you put your own coffee into from
one of the coffee pots available. The
coffee tasted bitter, and the warmed
milk didn't taste very good either.
For dessert, we ordered a carrot
cake muffin ($1.75) that looked like
a traditional carrot cake recipe baked
in a muffm cup. It tasted like a traditional carrot cake with raisins and
walnuts, and had a very sugary
cream cheese icing on it. It was the
best part of the meal, and a hice companion with the coffees,
Since Kaldi's is a coffee house,
the best part of the establishment is
probably the specialty coffees like
the cappuccinos and espressos. The
food was nothing special, but if
you 're in a hurry and need something
to eat quickly while in the neighborhood, the food is satisfactory.
Kaldi's Coffee House is located at
700 DeMun .in the DeMun business
district in Clayton. The phone number is 727-9955. Their hours are 7
a,ill, to 11 p,m. every day. The
kitchen closes at 7 p,m" but the coffees and bakery goods are always
available.

Darren BruneI Tbe Cwn>tll

:Festival, holiday films could make for film feast
H

MARQUEE RAMBLINGS
CATHE RINE
1MARQUiS-HOMEYER
I

ere in mid-November, the
St. Louis International Film
. Festival is over, but the
presidential election is still not
resolved.
Last year was an exceptional
yem' for ftlms, with some extremely
creative or purely entertaining
offerings like "The Sixth Sense,"
"American Beauty," and "Being
John Malkovich," corning out nearly throu ghout the year.
This year 's films have overall
been much less original. So a real
highlight of the year was this year's
film festi val, with its excellent foreign films, independents, 1illd more
mtistic big studio frlms. This is one

of the few times of year when we
ba ve the chance to get tei see so
many award-winning fllms,
Although the film festival is
over, the glow of its wonderful films
still lingers, The St. Louis
International Film Festival office is
considering a "Best of the Fest"
repeat screening of some of the
award-winners, and this echo of the
festival is something I'll be watching for. Beyond that, several of the
frlms that appeared at the festival
are already scheduled to rehun to
our m'ea screens. This assortment
includes great foreign films and
intriguing independent films. The
festival's "Aimee and Jaguar"- a

facinating tale of World War II
Germany based on a_true story-is
already playing at the Tivoli . "A
Time for Drunken Horses," a gripping Irani1ill drama that was a winner at the Cannes Film Festival, and
"What's Cooking," a delicious
comedy drama about that allAmerican holiday Thanksgiving
that's simmering with family disasters and delights, m'e the next two
out. These are followed up by two
more films, both comedies: David
Marnet's tale about fIlmmakers taking over a town for a movie location and the town's reactions to the
upheaval, and "Just Looking,"
directed by Jason Alexander of

"Seinfeld," about the attempts of a
14-year-old, boy in 1955 to learn
more about the concept of sex, told
in a filnny, sweet, non-graphic tale.
Another festival fIlm, "Shadow of
the Vampire," a fictional tale about
the making of the silent classic
"Nosferatu ," the first vampire
movie, is scheduled for January, and
other gems of the festival may be
appearing, too.
This time of year, the quality of
films being shown usually goes up,
1illd it's none too soon this year. The
Thanksgiving holiday marks the
beginning of the "serious" film season: the time when big studios and
distributors bring out tbe fIlms they

hope will be contenders for the
Academy Awards. Beyond these
Oscm' hopefuls, this is the time of
year they also bring out the seasonal big-blockbuster comedies and
even a few action and special effects
extravaganzas (although these are
more common in summer). Jim
Caney's 'The Grinch" is among the
first of the seasonal comedies, but
more are surely on the way.
With the film festival to whet our
appetite and a slim diet of good
films so far, movie fans are looking
for a film feast to go with the holiday trimmings this season. We'll
soon see if it's feast or famine on the
film front.
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Foreign film series, University Singers'
concert highlighted A&E in November
BY SARA PORTER

special to The Current
This November, -UMSL students
got the chance to enjoy songs and
movies from around the world without having to leave campus.
The University and the Chamber
Singers performed a concert Nov. 20.
Choral Director Dr. Andrew
• McClung said that the singers performed a wide variety of music.
"The music ranges from the early
baroque period, an early 17th- century
classical period to contemporary jazz
am;! blues, and it includes a tongue-incheek spoof for music written by
Mo~art, Debussy, and Bach," said
McClung.
These songs will also be performed at the Missouri Educators
Concert and McClung hopes that the
judges will be impressed with the '
variety of songs.
"We want to show variety at the
level . the students performed,"
McClung said.
McClung also hopes that the audi., ence will appreciate the variety being
performed.
.
..

speaking film directed by Pedro
Aldovar, and "Window to Paris," a
bilingual film in Russian and French,
directed by Yuri Mamin.
. "This month is Film Appreciation
Month, so we included comedies that
the audience will enjoy," said graduate
student Sylvia Lacalle, who helped
organize the event.
Lacalle hopes that the films shown
in November will lead to an ongoing
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SLIFFwinners announced
The winners of
this year's SL Louis
International Film
.Festival (SLlFF)
were announced at
the end-of-festival
party at the Clayton
Sheraton Hotel on
Nov. 12. The winners are:

series in the next semester.
"Next semester we are planning on
showing a different foreign film once a·
week," Lacalle said. "We plan to show
different varieties from different countries."
Lacalle hopes that this series will
produce a good ou_tcome. "People can
see thelie movies at the Tivoli for
$7.00," LacaUe said. "Here we plan to
show them free ."

. Audience Choice Award for Best Feature
"Dinner Rush"

Interfaith Award
"Long Night's Journey into Day"

Directed by Bob Giraldi

Directed by F Reid and D.Hoffman

Best Documentary. Audience Choice Award
. "Sound and Fury " ·
Directed by Josh Aronson
Best of Fest Short Subject Award
"Dolphins"

Emerging Filmmake~ Award
"Maryam"
Directed by Ramin Serry

Emerging ActorAward
Peter Sarsgaard

Directed by Farhad Yawari

"I hope that the audience appreciated the level of the singers who performed," McClung.
Another event this November was
the Foreign Film Series sponsored by
the University Program Board. The'
movies were "Woman on the Verge of
a Nervous Breakdown," a Spanish-

SGA, from page 1

.. ....................... , ..............................................
~

use the proxy in this new constitution."
After two absences under the new
constitution, SGA representatives will
besu'spended from the Assembly and
their organization's funds will be'
frozen. Connor said that those organi• zations would have to go through
Student Activities, and then be voted
back in by the Assembly.
"If we work this softly, we'll run
into the same problems as before," said
Connor.
Comptroller Ayo Olson said that
copies of the new constitution will be
given to SGA representatives to circulate among their organizations, and
copies will also be available in the
Thomas Jefferson library.
Other business:
• December's SGA meeting will be
held on Nov. 28, at 2 p.m., due to
semester finals and winter break, said
Connor.
•
• SGA vice president Ellory Glenn
announced that UMSL library officials
will meet to consider extending library

prepaid wi reless as low as
15¢ a minute.
what are you waiting for,

hours.

true, either. The "scientific" theo-ries the secular world so readily
accepts require a great deal of faith,
and are at bottom no more logically
founded ilian anything proposed by
religion. To mose who scoff at the idea
of an all powerful God cre~ting the
universe, try this one on for size: the
universe was created when all the.matter in existence suddenly underwent a
.. massive gravitational crunch, after
which it exploded in what has been
called the Big Bang. Where this matter
came from, we don't know. It either
just appeared out of nothingness, or
else it just always existed, both of
which are pure assumption. Want to
hear the part about God again?
As I said before, my complaint is
not with scientific theories. In the case
of the Big Bang, I actually agree with
science, which I feel is simply describing what God did in more quantitative
terms. But what I do insist is that
everyone admit their bias instead of
pretending to be objective and then
attempting to use that as some sort of
" cloak to shield their assertions from
closer scrutiny.

•

permission?
,

Now getting wirel ess is easy:
•

No credit checks, monthly bills or an nu al contracts.

• Package includes the latest Motorola V2 397 phone with changeable
faceplate, headset and $25 airtime cat-d.
• Plus features like VoiceMail, Caller 10, C all W aiting,
and more.
• Free2Go Wirele?s'" service is as low as ~5 ¢ a rr'inute with purchase of
$200 airtime card on the Local Calling Plan.
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Got sa~es. skills? We
might have a job fOor
you l Ca]] 516-53 ~6 for

details..
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WIRELESS FROM AT&T.
YOUR WORLD. CLOSE AT HAND.

AT&T

Premier Dealer

© 2000 AT& T. Service not available for purchASe in an 3rP-ZS . Compatibl e Digital muJti-nerwork phone requ ired. AT&T Wireless Services wlll provide w ire less I·ong distance. Digital pes features not
available in all areas. Rates not aVJ.ilable olltside the 50 U.S. or when calls requ ire a credit ca. rd [0 complete. Imernational rates vary by d estination. Airtime for each caU is measured in ful! minutes
and rounded C'p to the next fuJI minute. Coverage a.... ailc.b!e in mO$[ areas. Cards available in the following ainim.e values: $25 . $50, $1 00 and $200. Phone and cards are nor refundab le. Mi nutes depo sited in your account expire after 90 days.
Fifteen cent: rate only available with $2.00 airti me value card for calls plac ed fro m the Home Calling Area on the Local Calling Plan. Roaming an d directory assistance additional Full card va lue mUSt be used for rates to apply. Full terms and
conditions are contained in die AT&T Welcome Gu ide and other prepaid materials. If purchas.ed through an AT&T Wireless Services Authorized Dealer, equipment price and a~ilabiliry may vary. Cal! ahead for details. Motorola Mail-in
Rebate Offer: Rebate. coupon will be provided in phone box providing choice of MTV-TRL messenger bag and CD or $30 mail-in rebate offer: You may choose either rebate offer. One rebare per purchase of each new Motorola V2397
phofle. To be eligible, phone must remain on AT&T service for at least 30 days and phone must be acri,,:"e on AT&T se rvice at the time rebate is processed. Certain r est rictions apply. See MotOrola mail-in rebate coupon for full terms and
conditions. Void where prohibited. Phone must be purchased by 1/6/0 I and activated by 21610 I to be eligible for this offer.
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Kennedy's Camelot was Senate, Assembly news briefs

brief shining moment

year. While it is unlikely that such
adjustments \vill be popularly
received at the other universities in
The Faculty Senate and University the system, Touhill said ''the reallocaAssembly met on Nov. 14. The fol- tion is most unfair to this campus."
lowing is a list of some of the note- . Lawrence Barton, Chair of the
worthy items discussed at each meet- Faculty Senate, said UM-Rolla,
which has experienced falling enrolling:
ment levels for several years, had
requested that it be excused from the
FACULTY SENATE
program, but that System President
Manuel Pacheco had denied that
Andalafte Memorial
A memorial service ·was held on request
Nov. 16 in honor of the late matheFaculty Recmitment
matics professor Edward Andalafte,
As part of his report on behalf of
who suffered a fatal heart attack earlier this year.. In her report to the the Inter-Campus Faculty Council,
Martinich
said
Stephen
Faculty Senate, Chancellor Blanche Joe
Touhill described Andalafte us "an LehmkuhJe, UM System Vice
outstand..ing teacher and an ever President of Academic Affairs, had
greater human being." Toubill went suggested a list be drawn up of possion to say Andalafte "cared about hi~ ble strategies for recruiting new faculoccupation, but more importantly, he ty members. Paul Roth, who chairs
cared about students." The Current the Philosophy department, recomextends its condolences to Andalafte.'s mend<XI collecting data on topics relevant to recruitment., such as retirefamily and friends.
ments and information on faculty
who have been recruited away to
Budget Reallocations
other schools. Roth empbasized that
Iv; part of a System-wide plan to
raise faculty salaries, the UM-St. senior level positions would require
Louis campus is bracing itself for a senior level replacements, noting that
not all vacancie.s could be filled by
1.2 percent budget reallocaf-on.
Touhill said this reallocation would associate professors.
parallel the reallocations made last
BY BRIAN DOUGLAS

UNIVERSITY ASSElVlliLY

would also open at that time.
The new garage on East Drive is
soheduled to open by mid-December
of this year. Touhill said the structure
would be fully operational by the start
of the next semester.

···· · ·· ···· ··· """ ··~· ··~~;ii~·;:·~d;·t;;:·· ····
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n a cold, crisp, January morn- nation.
On the subject of organized crime,
ing in 1961, a young, handsome, and articulate man took the Kennedy Administration, spearto the podium in Washington, D.C. and headed by Attorney General Robert
gave a speech that ended with the Kennedy, JFK's brother, successfully
famous words "Ask not wbat your prosecuted 1240 persons who had
country can do for you. Ask what you
infiltrated various unions such as The
can do for your country."
International
Brotherhood
of
These dynam..ic words came from Teamsters. It was a campaign against
the inaugural address of John
corruption on a scale such that the
Fitzgerald Kennedy, 35th President of United States had never seen before.
the United States.
JFK's wife, Jackie, was one of the
For nearly three years, Kennedy most intelligent, stylish, graceful, and
attractive First Ladies in U.S. history.
pursued many of the goals he had outlined in this speech.
She was well educated,
and could speak: seven
Shortly after taking office, he sought
languages
fluently.
Earlier in her life, she
to revive the liberal
agenda of the New
had worked as a
Deal, which had
reporter, photographer
stalled under the
and joumalist for the
Eisenhower
New York Post.
Administration.
Jackie
captivated
people wherever she
In
his
first
address to a joint
went. Sometimes pe0ple looked more forsession of Congress,
... !.I~ !.~.(;)I\1.":~~"' .
ward to meeting her
Kennedy unleashed a
history columnist
series of bold proposthan they did JFK This
als. 111 .y included: raising the federal was especially true during a trip to
minimum wage, greater federal aid for France, when she was receiving so
education, an increase in Social much attention, that JFK, during a banSecurity benefits, medical care for the quet in Paris, actually stood up and
elderly and the impoverished, and fedsaid, "I am the man who accompanied
eral support for public housing.
my wife to Paris, and I have enjoyed
Kennedy's dream for a new
it! "
America was called the New Frontier.
The Kennedy time in the \Vhite
Conservatives in Congress blocked
House was referred to as "Camelot."
most of these proposals, but the mini- This was a reference to King Arthur's
mum wage was increased to $1.25 per palace and cOllit, which came to symbolize an atmosphere of idyllic happihour, and $5 billion was set aside for
public housing .
ness.
Kennedy is perhaps best rememCamelot came to a crashing halt on
bered for establishing the Peace Corps.
Nov. 22, 1963. At about 12:32 p.m.,
This program allowed thoLL~ands of JFK was shot and killed as he rode in a
young men and women to travel overmotorcade through Daley Plaza in
Dallas, Texas. A Secret Service agent,
seas to developing countries and help
with fanning, health care, education Clint Hill, made a valiant attempt ta
save the president. He was, unfortuand infrastructure improvements.
nately, too late. .
WIllie the Pe.,ce Corps enjoyed
President Kennedy's assassination
only modest successes, it did give
affected the U.S. unlike any other sinyoung people a sense of self-worth and
gle event before, with the possible
fulfillment.
On the issue of civil rights,
exception being Pearl Harbor.
It actually m ade some people
Kennedy, not wanting to alienate
ashamed to be Americans. Others lost
Southem Democrats, moved very
slowly on the policy of integration. faith in American institutions and
This caused bitter resentment in the democracy itself. It was a terrible time
to live through.
African-American community.
In assessing the Kennedy era, histoHowever, by the summer of 1963,
he changed his tune and g,ave his full rian Arthur Schlesinger Jr. may have
support and baCking- to fue d vilrights put it best when he saId, 'For One bdeI;
movement in a televised·address.to the s1lliUng moment, there was Camelot"

..

St1l.dent Government
Student Government Association
President Ryan Connor told the
Assembly that the SGA had voted to
approve a new constitution in a meeting held earlier that day (see page 1).
The document in consideration was
the draft dated March 10, 2000.
Connor said be hoped to put the new
constitution to a vote by all students
soon.
In his address, Connor recommended that the shell space in the
tv1illennium Student Center be used
for a pub, possibly with a sports
theme, to be called ' The Pilothouse."
There is approximately 17,000 square
feet of undeveloped space in the new
Center.
Connor also announced that the
next Homecoming celebration would
be held on campus. Last year 's event
was held at America's Center.
Openings
In her ·r eport to the Assembly,
Chancellor Blanche T-ouhill said the
Millennium Student Center would
have its fOlmal grand opening on
Nov. 28 at 12:30 p.m. Toubill said the
pedestrian bridge linking the Center
to the North Campus quadrangle

Committees
To avoid possible conflicts of interest, the University Assembly voted to
separate the Committee on Student
Affairs and the Committee on Student
Publications. Those formerly distinct
committees had been combined as
part of the effort to streamline campus
politics, but the committee's members
fe.lt that the combined structure could
lead to cont1icts-of-interest in the
future. The Assembly unanimously
voted to split the committee into two
separate bodies as bad been the ca~e in
the former University Senate.
Account PaSS11"Ords
Campus . computing accounts will
soon require their users to employ
more complex passwords and to
change those passwords every 180
days, according to Fred Lowman of
the Computing Committee. Lowman
said the measure stemmed from the
recommendations of consulting firm
Price, Waterhouse, Cooper, which
concluded after an audit that campus
accounts needed better password
security. Lowman said the change
would affect faculty, staff, and student
login accounts, but that lab access
would remain the same.

.~!.~.~.~~ . .~.~~. ~.~~. fr.?,!!.P.~$.~. !. . . .... . . ... . . ... . :. .. . . . . . .
'There are some things I'm going to
do different as chair [of the philosophy department]. I didn't [request a
syllabus 1and it turned out to be a mistake."
Tallman said that another problem
was an alleged comment he made in
Tl-IE COMPLAINTS
Initially, one student came to Roth class, which the student who went to
with concerns over the religious con- Roth took as a fact. Tallman said he
tent of the class, Roth
W.hen did not wish to discuss the nature of
Roth visited the class, he received the comment.
Roth said he felt that Tallman
written reports of concern.
1bere. was a wide gap between the abLL~ed his power as a teacher by
time the material was assignedbeing open about his religious beliefs.
September and October-and when
"You don't tell i>'tUdents [your relithe concerns SUIfaced.
gious beliefs] because eyeryone
'The person canle to me on knows that some.one's religious
Wednesday (Nov. 8], and Tbursda.y I beliefs are very fundamental on their
was in class," Roth sa..id. 'The ques- outlook," Roth sa..id. '''Then you
tion that eats me is why people . announce 'I'm going to judge people
weren't up to see me earlier. I've objectiveJy no matter how they
never gotten a [ear answer" fro m stu- respond to me, and you're free to disdents.
agree with me, but of course 1'm the
Asked w hy he didn't look at the instr1J(:tor and I'm handing out the
syllabus tbat Tallman distributed at the grades.' I just think that is poisonous."
beginning of the year, Roth said,
Tallman bad a different take.

interesting to him or her. And they tell
me that's the single most memorable
thing from the class usual:ly. And, no,
I didn't have anybody complain to me
about" creationism.

smd.

"I share my beliefs therefore, [students] know my biases," he said. "It's
a mistake to think you can hide your
biases. I think that it's better to get it
out in the open what your biases are,
that way [students] can know which
direction to put their defenses, if they
intend on having defenses against
what you're going to say."
Tallman said wbilehe didn't agree
.with the decision, he maintained
respect for Roth.
"Paul and I are very close. We
understand each other, we could be
friends. We have a very different
approach towards teaching," Tallman
sa..id. '1 think be is in authority to make
the decision he makes. I can understand why he reacted based on the
information he had."

THE FUlURE
Tallman wa" almost fired on the
spot the moming Roth talh.-ed to the
c1ass Roth said.
swayed me iIi theo 6ther

"What

direction was that a lot of people
wrote he was a very challenging
teacher. I think a philosophy course
ought to challenge preconceptions and
examine foundations," Roth said. "I
thought even though some of the. subject matter was not along what the
course bad advertised, I decided all
things considered, to let it go."
Roth said that Tallman had nm into ·
trouble over the same issue at another
major university. Tallman declined
comment on that matter.
Asked if he's leaning toward not
retaining Tallman for the next semester, Roth said, '"Certainly that's the
direction."
"If I'm doing a good job, the students will support me," Tallman said.
"If 1'm doing a poor job, then the sUldents wou't support me in which case
1 have no problem being fired or asked
not to return."
Of the 62 students initirilly llI'oiled .
in the class, more than 80-percenc are
till enrolled,'Tallman said. ,
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Hello, I'm The Current newspaper and I'd like to
tell you about what's happening at my offices this
year.
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I turned 1000 this semester. Yup. 1000 issues ago,
I was just a wee little Tiger Cub, but I've been
able to grow and become an award-winning college newspaper thanks to all the students who
have worked on me over the years. Actually,
they're the ones who make me possible.

It doesn't take a journalism major to figure out how to produce a college
newspaper but a lot of effort does go into each issue. In fact my staff members
are all students and they could even help to train you in any of the positions
for which we are hiring.

1.
•
•
•
•
•

.Managing Editor
Business Associate
Production Associate
Production Assistant
News Editor

•
•
•
•

Distribution Manager
Staff Writers
Web Assistant
Advertising Associate

C~LL

METROTIX

(314) 534-1111
W\TW ••etrotiX.co.

2. GO TO THE FOX THE~TRE BOX OFFICE
527 NORTH GR4ND BLVD.. ST. LOUIS, MO

There are also many benefits to working at my offices. They include:·

• Good Resume Material
• Learn About Computers
• Work With Friendly People

3. ~LL RIGHT, FOR 20 BUCKS
YOU GOTT~ WORK . ~ LITTLE. THE 1ST 2 ROW9 ARE $£0 C~9H
AT THE DOOR. ON S4LE £ HOURS BEFORE THE SHOW

• After-Work Activities
• Very Flexible Hours
• It's On Campus

If interested, all applicants should drop off a resume and cover letter to 388

Millennium Student Center or e-mail us at current@jinx.umsl.edu or call us at

516-6810.

DECEMBER 19- 23

FOX THEA.TRE
Get caught up in it!

EOO
www.s1teforrent.co.

,

<lite Current

November 27, 2000

UM·St. Louis students, faculty and staff:
Classifieds are FREE!!
CLASSIFIED
RATES

I VISA .

(314)
516·5316
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How LUCK'!' :IS nUs... Irs
ONE of 1liE ,\ P~LM BEftc.H 1I

51 f1JA1'"/orJ.,.

HELLO?
MA'/ld"',

oveR

Hfi<f!

http://www.thecurrentonline.com/adsads@thecurrentonline.com

Super teamwork!
. Super environment!
Retail experience with outstanding customer service
skills. Position requires interpersonal and problem-solving
talent. Flexible schedules
available. Mail Boxes Etc.
9648 Olive BlVd. in Olivette
569-0692

Readers/Writers/Test .
'Assistants
for students with disabilities
These paid positions are available for the Fall Semester
2000, on a limited basis, for
qualified students to assist
students with disabilities during scheduled exams:
. Duties include: research
materials, textbooks, making
tapes, writing for an' exam,
reading and writing for an
exam, reading for an exam.
Interested? Please contact
Marilyn Ditto at 516-5228 or
come to 301 Woods Hall.

Internet· Marketing/Web
Page Design
Intemational company
expanding. Looking for highly
motivated business-minded
students. Part time and full
time positions available.
Some experience required .
Call (314) 983-9634 for more
information.

..

Spring Break!.
Deluxe Hotels, Reliable Air,
Free Food, Drinks and Parties!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Mazatlan & Florida. TRAVEL
FREE and EARN CASH! Do it on
the web! Go to
StudentCity.com or call 800·
293-1443 for info

Local Branch of
International Firm
needs part-time positions
filled. $12.50 Base-appt.
Customer Svc Retail Sales.
Flex-time scheduling, 10-35
Hours per week available.
100 Corporate Scholarships.
All majors may apply.
Call 822-0009.
wvvw. workforstudents. com

If you like to write we
may have the job for you
The Current is presently looking for students interested in
the following positions: news
editor, news writers, distribu;
tors, production assistant,
and web assistant. Call
516·6810 for more information

Internet Marketing
Assistant
Our company is hiring three
internet marketers to promote our family of websites.
Candidates must have an
excellent understanding of
the internet and feel comfort·
able in business situations.
This is a work·at-home posi·
tion. If interested, please
contact David .Garthe at
david@connectme.com

Advertising salesperson
Do you have an interest in
business and / or graphic
design? If so, you can gain
valuable work-experience on
campus and get paid for it. If
you're interested or know
someone who is, please call
Tom at 516-5316.

1 Tanning Bed
Local tanning salon is clo~ing.
Bed is only two :years old and
all bulbs were replaced
recently. Works great. Perfect
Christmas idea. Normally
$2500, buyer pays $1500, If
interested call
Karen @ (636) 456-7831

'90 Mercury Grand
Marquis
4-door, loaded, in excellent
mechanical condition, excellent interior and exterior,
99,000 miles. Blue Book retail
value is $3,971.
Call 516·6138

Adobe Photoshop 4.0
for PC
Opened only once to check
contents. ,Greatest design
software ever. Wonderful
Christmas idea for that
graphic designer. $80 OBO
Call Tom 739-0711

l'H~RE A Q>i)EARt

Goff A SCOOTJ
B1NbC)S AT
"'feN.

'89 Cavalier
Black with gray interior.
AM/FM Cassette, air cond,
cruise, fold ·down back seat,
front-wheel drive. Tires,
alternator, battery 2 yrs old.
NEW catalytic converter, muffler, fuel filter, EGR valve.
Maintenance records. Perfect
for college or high school student. Leave message at
(217) 496-2482

Pepsi Soda Machine
(but put whatever
you want in it)
Perfect for small or large
businesses. Works fine, no
problems . Holds almost two
cases of seven different kinds
of soda. If interested, call
Karen @ (636) 456· 7831

Good Quality Cat
Furniture
Custom made to order.
Much cheaper than retail.
Made from the finest
materials. Your cat will love
you. Call (314) 841-0785.

'92 GEO STORM GSa
4-Cyl. 1.6 Liter, 5 Spd,
100,500 Miles, A/C,.AM/FM
Stereo Cassette, Driver's Air
Bag, ps/pb, alloy wheels, rear
spoiler, white exterior with
unique body customizing.
Excellent condition. Looks
sharp. Clean interior.
New tires. Ask for S2500/best
offer (314) 426·5963. Hurry
up, don't miss this great deal.

1992 Ford F·150 XLT
V8, 5.8 Liter, Automatic
Trans., Z wheel drive,
52,xxx miles, Optional fuel
tank, A/C, Cruise Control,
AM/FM Cassette Stereo,
Running Boards. $9,500. Call
Shauna (314) 324-7137

.

1988 Grand Am 2 dr
cold air, 4 cyl, 5 speed, runs
and looks great, blue with
blue int., state safety inspection, $1200 obo, 427-7548

Blk/Wht Female
Roommate Wanted
eWE Condo, 2 Levels
3 Bdr. 3 Bth. ASAP Nov/DO
335 + Util. 567-2052

.'

'SSMHC pays $2 tow.ard
your nursing-SChool
twition for each hour
you work, iull-time or '

,.

Wake

:

Wanted: Roommate
to share three bedroom house
located only five miles from
campus $300 monthly plus
half utilities, serious people
only please, write to
valgame 79@hotmail.com

an eye-opener! You'll like
our flexible hours, too,
plus great opportunities

for career growth,
and many convenient
locations. No wonder
nurses like working
at SSMHC

"

' Apply
·online .
rright now.

part-time. How's that for

a latter
Two bedroom
oak floors and millwork.
Screened in porch, carport
and garage . All appliances.
Backs to park. Walkout basement. Immaculate condition.
All in "friendly Ferguson."
Call 314-496-6960.

NOT woRKI N,&!

Vof~R51 Ler'S "fRY 10 CLeAR.
up 1HIS WHoLE

Otherwise, dassi.fied advertising is $10 Jor 40 words or less in straight text Jonnat. Bold and CAPS letters are free. All
classifieds must be prepaid by check, money order or credit card. Deadline is Thursday-at 3 p.m. P'ioI' to publication.

$650.00 WEEKLY Work·
ing from home
FT IPT, no expo necessary,
business expansion requires
new help, will provide training, great opportunities, act
fast, rush $3.00/selfaddressed stamped
envelope to:
Shelton & Associates
Co. R. Brower
2811 Juniata St.
St. Louis, MO 63118

1"HI S FeN'5

srn'e .
th e

Find out about specific
job Opportunities and
the exceptional
benefits we offer.

www.ssmheatth.com
Or phone 877-9.1 6-7300
or·314-951·73DO.

tU1t1on
relmbursement..~~~MEO E M/FlDN

\"~ I

Typi1'g Done
Excellent Work
$3-$7 per page depending on
length, style, etc.
Leave message
314-841-0785
or 841-8712

( .•".Im.11 (.k ll uon ( "hiltlu':I1'.. 1ln"'pi l.tl • ~s~t 1)(" 1'.1IIi I k·.tll h C,-, n".'r • " \ ~1 " I In ,,(" ph 111I . . pil.ll ,ll,;d." uud
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Raise $1600-$7000 + Get
Free Caps, T-Shirts &
Phone Cards!
This one-week fundraiser
requires no investment and a
small amount of time from
you or your club. Qualified
callers receive a free gift
just for calling. Call today at
1-800·808-7442 X. 80.

Can't find that girl/guy
you ran into at The
Underground?
Take out a personal. It's a
free resource to students,
faculty and staff. As in, not
costing anything. As in, not
kicking yourself in the head
for the rest of the semester
for not being able to remember that girl's number. Call
516-5316 to find your destiny.

Come Test Drive Today!

Peter,
Okay, that thing you left over
at my place is REALLY freaking me out now. My family
came oyer last week and I
had to try explaining it to
them . If you don't come and
get it this week, I'm calling
the police.
-Beth

Hey Jackie Sarris
You look like Julia Ormond.
Love Josh

This Car Has It All, And Much, Much More!
Best 4-Year, SO,OOO-Mile Bumper-to-Bumper Warranty

. Come enjoy UMSL's 6th
annual Tree Lighting
Ceremony
Mon., Dec. 4 at 4:30 p.m. at
the Alumni Circle. There will
, be carolers and refreshments.

cS~i£, ACURA @

(314) 822-2872

!~
Pa~g~e~10~____________________________________________~_~
__C:~u~r.~r<~e~n~t__________________________----~~-------N-O~v-em--be-r-2-7,-2-00-0~
t ............
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in this exhibition, the public sees two
of the greatest masterpieces of Gennan
Renaissance glass painting," Butts said
in a press release_
"The exhibition is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to view in one piece,
a large quantity of radiant on glass juxtaposed with related drawings.
Drawings are often the only remaining
evidence we have of the va..~t amount
of stained glass lost over time. They
not only help identify artists responsible for designing a panel or a window,
they also demonstrate how glass
painters used their judgement, formal
in~tion and specialized skills to interpret drawings in terms of the glass
medium," . Hendrix said in a press
, release.
Albrecht Durer is credited v{ith
changing printmaking and painting in
Germany from 1490 to 1494 because
of his knowledge and use graphic language, knowledge and drawing of the
human form to a more realistic representation. In 1495, Dt.rrer returned to .
Nuremberg, Gennany, around the time
Veit Hirsvogel the Elder was appointed the official stained glass painter.
Stained glass was used mostly in
Gothic cathedrals in France but
Dt.rrer's and HirsvogeJ's collaboration
produced landscapes and architectural
settings in stained glass.
TIle materials needed for making
stained glass include the glass, paint,
stain, leading and light.
Selecting glass was very important
because it detennined what the window would be like, both structurally

\

.

. Christ and the Woman Taken in Adultery, c. 1527, by Bernese
: glass painter, possibly Hans Funk. after Nik.l aus Manuel Deutsch.

and design-wise. All the glass was
handblown, either colored or clear.
Colored glass was either one solid
color and blown in that color, or clear
glass layered with colored glass.
The paint used was called vitreous
paint, made of ground glass in a liquid
binder, Liquid binders used were gum
arabic, vinegar or clove oil. The thicker paint was less versatile, used for lining and outlining. The thinner paint
was used for making washes of color
in hiles from brown to gray to black.
Vrrginia Schuerman, a homemaker,
fOUJld the stained glass exhibit interesting.
''1 was listening to this recording
about 'The Wild Man' and it's about a
part of Gennany where we lived for
awhile, years back," Schuerman said.
"I find things like that very interesting."
Stains were not the same as paint
because they were made of metal
oxides. The stains were used to create
different colors on the stained glass.
The stains were made from silver
nitrate Jar silver or yellow, or iron
oxide for red.
Leading was used to hold different
pieces together when the different
parts of the glass were assembled
before being installed into whichever
buiJdingfar which the glass window
was commissioned.
Ught, the most important element
involved in the process of a stained
glass window, filters through the colored panels. This brings the images to
life as the sun moves from east to west

:Education

The SI. louis Public Sl:hool Distrlct fosters a learning
environment that encourages high achievement from
our students and prepares them for today's - and
tomorrow's - technological society.

. Recent College Grad? Ex perienced teacher?
Looking for a career chQ Hge l join us now for the city-wide:

Pregnant?

St. louis PubUc Scho o ls

HIRINCi FAIR

Raw materials form colorful .
world of stained glass tints
There were three basic colors when the artists made
glass: blue, red and gray pot·
metal.
Raw materials included glass
~kes, or chunks of glass.some:
times colored or clear, crushed
red glass, chall< used as a base
materia'l, and binding agents
that included borax ,and gum
arabic.
Red was made from iron
made, or from ground red glass
mixed with t'he paint. Other
colors derived from iron oxide

included ye'lloWs to red sanguine.
Other colors were made
made by layering differentco'lored pieces of glass over each
other for a new color, such as
yellow and red to make oranRe
or blue and red to ma'ke pOIrple.
The tools used for making
colors included melting pots for
melting glass, mortar and pestle to grind glass for making
colors, spatulas for mixing and
combining, and glass plates for
setting up new colors.
England when he established himself
as a portrait painter. He left
Switzerland because. patronages and
commissions for stained glass virtually dried up.
For more infoIDlation on "Painting
on Light Drawings and Stained Glass
in the Age of Durer and Holbein,"
please call the St Louis Art Museum
at (314) 721-0072.

during the course of the day.
Another artist influential in producing stained glass was Hans Holbein the
Younger, who is better known for portraits of the Tudor kings and queens of
England. Holbein was born in southern Gennany and moved to
Switzerland., where he was one of the
more prolific artists who created
stained glass until his departure to
Accounting

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK
Part-Time
Let your hard work payoff with Alco Controls Division of Emerson Electric
Company, a Fortune 100 Company and a recognized leader in the manufacturing of HVAC equipment and refrigeration control. We have an excellent
opportunity that's ideal for a student to gain valuable business experience.
Within our finance department, you'll audit and process vendor invoices,
research and resolve vendor concerns, batch and enter vendor invoices, and
perform other related duties.
This position requires a high school diploma and some college level accounting/finance classes. Candidates also need 10-key experience, computer
skills and basic typing abilities. Entry-level accounting knowledge is preferred .
We offer $9.50·$10 .50lhour based on skills for a 2o-hou r/week job with some
flexibility on work hours. To apply, please send your resume to:
Division Human Resources Manager
ALCO CONTROLS DIVISION

P.O. Box 411400
St. Louis, MO 63141
Fax: (31 4) 569-4593

Saturday, De cember 9'h, 20{)0 • 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Gateway Schools Complex
1200 N. Jefferson St . • St. Louis, MO 63106
On·the·spot hiring for:
• Certifi ed Teachers
All subject areas . Recent coll ege grads welcome .
• Counselors • Speech Therapists • Psy c h Examiners
• librar ians • Substitute Teachers ·
We offer an excelle nt salary and benefits package.

hr@alcocontrols.com
Equal Opportunity Employer MlFIDN

III

Certified teachers mus t be able to obtain (ertiflcation in the State of MissourI. Substitute teachers must
have at least sixty (60) college credit hou~. Priori lies for interviews will bt given to applicants with
transcnpts and proof of certification where applicab le. On·the-spot interviews and job offersl EOE
os
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Has tuition left you
with empty pockets?
Dierbergs, the premier grocery store in St. Louis, has
immediate, part-time, employment opportunities at
all 18 locations.

... message from the

StUdent
Government

• FREE health insurance
• Flexible, part-time schedules
to include weekends
• Fun atmosphere
• Works well with school schedules
• Career Opportunities

..

ASSOCiation

Call (636) 532-8755
for inteNiew info or
Apply on-line at
www.dierbergs.com

Tiflere will be a meeting

E.O.E.

When? Tuesday, November 28, 2000

@

2:00 P.M.

Where? 3rd floor, Millenium Student Center ·
* It is

i~portant

that all Student Representatives are

p~esent.

* For more information please contact Student Government at 516-5105.

